Job Title: Admissions Data Coordinator
Position Summary:
Manage and ensure accuracy of admissions data in support of recruitment and enrollment goals. Be
responsible for all incoming and outgoing mail to prospective students, families, and influencers
throughout the entire recruitment cycle. Support the enrollment goals by providing timely entry of student
data into the database, prompt processing and sending of mail, and compiling and distributing regular
status reports to the team.
Reports to: Vice President for Enrollment Management
Responsibilities:
Essential job responsibilities include but are not limited to:
With a focus on enrollment goals:


Ensure consistent, accurate, and timely entry of student data into database and CRM system.



Manage downloading, importing and/or manual entry of all purchased names, new student
inquiries, test scores, and applications from various sources.



Receive and provide timely and appropriate handling of all messages in the admissions inbox.



Assemble applicant files and distribute to appropriate counselor. Process admission decisions in
database and manage mailing of acceptance and rejection letters.



Process daily mail – both incoming and outgoing – in a timely and accurate manner.



Provide weekly status reports on progress toward admission and enrollment goals.



Meet on a regular basis with the VP and other members of the admissions team to evaluate
progress toward goals.



Oversee student workers who assist in achieving enrollment goals.



Provide leadership in maintaining an organized flow of data, admissions files, and
communications to internal and external constituents.



Assess procedures and suggest ways to streamline and improve the recruitment and enrollment
process and increase the likelihood of successfully meeting enrollment goals.

Secondary job responsibilities include but are not limited to:
Assist with special campus events involving prospective students and their families.
Assist with miscellaneous departmental duties as assigned.

Qualifications:
Minimum Education and Experience:
Bachelor’s degree required
Database and/or CRM system experience strongly preferred
Demonstrate and articulate a personal Christian faith
Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
Strong desire to promote Christ-centered higher education
Ability to perform in a fast-paced, high-performing, goal-oriented environment
Knowledge and deep understanding of computer systems and technology
Strong support of departmental goals
Excellent written and verbal communication skills
Ability to interact with a variety of individuals in a professional, courteous and tactful manner
Ability to work independently without close supervision
Ability to prioritize tasks, completing them accurately and in a timely manner
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